Messiah ... Money & Mayhem
Sample of text
He followed Vanessa into the kitchen. It was a large, old
fashioned room. The terracotta floor was in serious need of
repair. The appliances were mostly from the 1 970's. But it had
charm and with a minimum of work and a bundle of money it
could be wonderful once again. Baglione was a dedicated
amateur chef. Like most Italian men he'd learned to cook at his
mother's side. The ability to make a proper sugo was sort of a
rite of passage in his family. When he was young, about fifteen
or sixteen, there was talk of sending him off to apprentice with
his father's cousin in Puglia. But the relative had wanted too
much money for the privilege of letting him work eighteen hours
a day for free, so the deal was called off. Instead, he stayed in
school. At eighteen he was drafted into the army. After training,
Corrado was made a military policeman and assigned to a base
near Vicenza. A logical thing for the young man to do after
service, was to join the Carabinieri. Eight years later, and a
junior detective, he was caught with a prostitute in the back seat
of his police car. A transfer to the Ministry of Agriculture was his
punishment. That was in 1 980. For thirteen years he'd been
assigned to a dead end job.

MESSIAH END NOTES
esteemed readers...this group of notes, anecdotes, and
thoughts is not, I repeat, not a wiki. The various 'pedias, 'hows,
'travels, 'leaks, etc. do a fine job of explaining things and I urge
you to consult them for more relevant information. The following
are merely musings on various mentions in my book. Read
them at your leisure and enjoy them for what they are.
Cortese ... this grape, local to the Alto Monferrato, is a favorite.
In fact, it's my go-to white for many reasons. It's easy drinking,
refreshing and cheap. It's made in a few different styles.
They're all delicious. Actually, there are a few crappy examples.
But they're even cheaper and none of them will give you a
headache. Cortese, in purezza(1 00% cortese) is the exact
same grape that makes a much better known wine called Gavi.
Same grape, same terroir, same everything. Except the price!
In fact, I have friends whose vineyards are, literally, just across
a country lane from Gavi producers but they cannot call their
wines Gavi for bullshit reasons that I won't go into here. There
are also blends with sauvignon or chardonnay that can be
fabulous. My daily drinker is one of them. It's called Bionda and
is made by my bud's at Gaggino winery, three minutes from my
house in Ovada.
Arneis...this grape, from over near Alba, is getting some good
play these days. It's usually delicious (if the winemaker doesn't
go overboard with oak) and is a vino autoctono – which means
that it's native to the area. ....

Ca' del Bosco Brut...expensive pinonero(pinot noir) sparkler
from Franciacorta - well made and makes a bella figura(a good
impression) when you show up at a dinner party carrying a
cold one. BTW – always show up with a chilled bottle. It makes
it difficult for your host to squirrel it away for another occasion!
....
Jackie Baker It was Jaki Byard, a multi/instrumentalist,
composer arranger and educator that Axel was referring to.
He'd played with Eric Dolphy, Charles Mingus and many other
noted jazz artists, and recorded 35 albums as a leader. Byard's
death in early 1 999, from a gunshot wound, remains an
unsolved homicide.
Kindle Location 95
Hai fame? Are you hungry?(Italian)
Sempre Always(Italian)
salmone affumicato smoked salmon(Italian)
....
MESSIAH RICETTE
Stoccafisso. Where do I begin. I confess that I've only recently
acquired a taste for it. Stockfish, saltfish, salt cod, baccalà,
bacalhau, makayabu, morue, klippfisk and many others share
only the creature itself. The preparations vary even more than
the nomenclature. You catch the fish, either salt cure or air dry

it and then you reconstitute it. After that ... This version is
classic Genovese. L'Archivolto, an enormously wonderful
osteria in the piazza I live, in prepares it beautifully.
INGREDIENTS
1 kilo stockfish
1 small carrot, finely chopped
2 medium yellow onions, chopped
2 stalks celery, chopped
1 50 grams ligurian olives
40 grams pine nuts
8 salted anchovies, rinsed and patted dry
20 grams capers
1 bunch aromatic herbs (rosemary, sage, bay leaf, parsley)
Extra virgin olive oil (Ligurian if you can)
Salt and freshly ground pepper
Put a few tablespoons of olive oil in a large, heavy saute pan
over low heat. Add the aromatic herbs and bay leaf, the carrot,
onion and celery. Cook gently until the vegetables are softened
and the onion turns golden.
Meanwhile steam the stockfish for 5 minutes to facilitate
removing bones and skin. Pick the meat from the bones and
set aside. With the remaining bones and skin prepare a broth
by covering with a small amount of water and boiling briefly.
Put the pieces of stockfish on top of the vegetables in the saute
pan and begin moistening with the broth while cooking over
very low flame. Continue adding broth and cooking for 30
minutes.

Chop the anchovies with the capers and spread uniformly over
the top of the stockfish mixture. Do the same with the with the
olives and pine nuts. Continue cooking for about 20 minutes,
being sure that the mixture doesn't get too dry.
Add salt and pepper to taste and a generous pour of olive oil
over the top. Serve immediately from the pan in which you
cooked it.
....

Quotes
“If you enjoy a gourmet meal, a fine wine and a world-class
mystery, you will devour David Gilbert’s sumptuous new novel,
Messiah.”
Frank Lauria, author of FOG CITY BLUES
"Gilbert has developed characters you both love and hate, no
easy task, and put them in a sumptuous world of wine and food
where they continue to surprise you, as you are absorbed in
this page turner. A great read. Your flight better be long enough
to finish it or they will have to drag you off the plane."
Stephen Randall, Hollywood guy & voracious truffle hound
“A hearty stew with a chunky Italian detective, a spicy
international conspiracy, heavily sprinkled with Jews and
Germans, and paired with a delightful, complex plot line with a
surprising finish. It will keep you drooling for more..."
Ron Kuby, attorney, provocateur...WABC-NEW YORK
“A divinity with infinite appetite for delicacies braised in the
aromatics of simmering souls has commanded David Gilbert to
reveal to the world that salvation will not descend from heaven,
but must rise from an earth that fills bellies, noses and brains
with the brute and subtle flavors of truth. Taste this book, or
atone for all Yom Kippurs to come."
Rabbi Harry Levin

